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Model Function

SS X9010DPro 3D- -

SS X9010DPro 3DE- -

CT,PA Part CT,

CT,PA Part CT,CE,

*Regarding all the function of this manual, please read corresponding to

the relevant function module.
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Notes for use of medical electrical equipment safety items( )

1. Professional personnel trained by the supplier operate the device only.

2. It is essential to consider the following things to ensure that the equipment is correctly

installed.

(1) Placed in the place without leaking of water

(2) Location without influence cause by air pressure, temperature, humidity, ventilation,

sunlight, dust and salt, ionic detrimental

(3) Avoid tilt, vibration and impact (including transportation) in the unstable state

(4) Do not put in or close to storage place for chemicals or gas

(5) Carefully observe power frequency and voltage and rated current value (or consume

electricity)

(6) If equipped with a UPS, often should confirm the state of the battery power

(discharge, polarity, etc).

(7) Proper grounding

3. Before attempting to operate the equipment, it is recommended that you read the

following cautions:

(1) Check the power switch contact situation, button set, etc., to confirm the machine can

work properly.

(2) Confirm correct grounding.

(3) Confirm that the cable connection correct and complete.

4. Follow the rules listed below during operation:

(1) Do not extend workup time.

(2) Keep eyes on monitor and patient to ensure the normal checking.

(3) Take appropriate measures to stop the machine if found that patients or machine is

abnormal.

(4) Patient shall not touch the machine.

5. Failure to consider the following conventions will cause potential loss of data or damage

to the machine.

(1) According to the prescribed order switch operation, restore to primary status, turn off

the power supply.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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(2) When disconnect the cable, please seize the connector.

(3) Notes for storage.

(4) Accessories and cable shall be put together after use.

(5) To make the machine can be used smoothly next time, please put in order.

6. Unauthorized disassembly is prohibited, please ask for help from professional personnel.

7. Without authorization, do not modify machine

8. Maintain

(1) Routine maintenance is highly advised.

(2) After a period of time without restarting, before use, please make sure the machine

can be normal, safe work

9. Other necessary items

.

.

!Risk Protection

It is essential to follow all safety instructions , warnings , and cautions specified below.

Failure to follow procedure could cause fatal

or serious injury including blindness( ).

Failure to follow procedure could cause injury

and damage to the machine.

"Preventive and Planned Maintenance

User is responsible for the operation and maintenance.

"Prohibition of Transformation

Unauthorized modification on the machine is prohibited.

"

1.

Exemptions of Liability

Disclaim responsibility in the event of the following situation: Install, move, or

repair caused by fault, broken made by personnel not designated by the

manufacturer.
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"Repair

Need to repair, please contact with the company.

Please inform machine model, serial number, failure state.

"Lifespan

This product lifespan is 8 years.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Damage of products of our company caused by other company's products.

Use of parts not supplied by the manufacturer.

amages caused by operations not in accordance with operation manual.

Use the device beyond the power of the instruction manual regulation, using the

environment etc.

Damages caused by fire, earthquake, flood, lightning and other natural disaster

D

.
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1 General Description.

SS-X9010Pro-3D and SS-X9010DPro-3DE is a cone beam volumetric tomography

and panoramic X-ray device used for dental head and neck applications. The machines

consists of X ray tube assembly, beam limiting device detector lateral detector (available in

SS-X9010DPro-3DE) cephalometric scanning system available in SS-X9010DPro-3DE

screening system and monitor.

S-X9010Pro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE using cone beam, a computer can reconstruct a

three-dimensional image of the site after a single scan on oral maxillofacial region. It can

clearly display three-dimensional body maxillofacial anatomy and achieve any level of

cutting, accurate measurement of distance, surface area, volume and contour outline, solve

the two-dimensional flat plate technology inherent in the image overlay, distortion and other

issues. Compared with conventional CT, oral CT system is low cost, small footprint, low-

dose, short shooting time, high resolution, easy operation.

, ,

, ( ),
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2.Working Principal

When the machine is working, X-ray tube assembly mounted in the spiral arms initiates

a 360 degrees circular digital projection around the target with a lower amount of radiation.

The image panel obtains the projected image shot from muti-angles. These digital exposure

"intersection" data are then transfer to the computer for processing. Tomographic image

reconstruction software system finally generates it into three-dimensional tomographic

images of the irradiation target object .

X-ray tube assembly comprising: a high voltage generator, X-ray tube, the control

circuit and the inverter circuit. The main function is to produce X-ray beam.

Detector uses the CMOS process, a pixel area is 124.8mm ×124.8mm, resolution of

624×624.

Image processing system Refers to the system with a PC acquisition card, and means

for acquisition, analysis software systems and processing image data.

DIGITALIZATION MOUTH UNIT
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3.Specification

Item Specification

Model SS-X9010DPro-3DE SS-X9010DPro-3D,

Electric shock Form I

Protection against electric shock Form B

Operation mode Intermittent loading, continuous operation

Voltage AC 220V±10%

Frequency 50Hz±1Hz

Power 1800VA

Fuse T16A(Ф6.35mm ×32mm)

Tube Model D-054

Focal Spot 0.5×0.5mm

Filtration 2.7mmAL

Tube Voltage 50~90kV

Tube Current 2~10mA

Loading Feature Shoot again at interval of 1:30 after the X-ray tube works done

X ray Tube assembly model MYPXP901001

X ray radiation time
CT=20secs Panorama=17secs Ceph-lateral=12secs

local CT scan=11.75secs

, , ,

Focal spot to skin 250mm

Focus to sensor
CT Mode 540mm PA Mode 540mm: , :

CT Track Round

Panorama Track Oval

Power supply plug Special circuit for AC 220V 16A with ground wire

Acquired computer

OS Windows XP

CPU Intel®Core™2 QUAD Process or 2.66GHz

Memory 4GB or above

Graphic card NVIDIA 9600GT,8600GT

HD OS 160G data save 500G

:

:

:

:

:

Note: Computer for this product, please use comply

with relevant IEC or ISO safety specification, has the

security, or the safety specifications conform to GB,

benchmark electrical appliance safety technology,

or computers with equal to such a benchmark security.
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Tube Load

Tube Heating and Cooling curve

4 Installation.

"Installation Notes

When moving machine parts, pay attention to tilt, vibration, shock (including when

moving) and other unstable state, to be potential impact on this machine. When installing

the product, you need to pay attention to: place the machine in a lead cabin with no leading,

DIGITALIZATION MOUTH UNIT
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keep the machine from the adverse effects due to pressure, temperature, humidity,

ventilation, sunlight, dust, salt, ions, etc. to bring the machine. Do not place the machine

near or close to place of chemicals and gas storage. After the machine components

assembled, should pay attention to the power supply voltage and power frequency and the

rated current value of the previous power. As with UPS, the UPS should always confirm the

power polarity and charge and discharge status. Meanwhile, the machine's power cord

ground terminal must be connected to earth.

"

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Power test

Unplug the main plug, make sure the machine is power off.

Check the ground wire is connected properly.

Check rocker switch by multimeter (when you open the line of fire and the zero line is

disconnected, when you close the line of fire and the zero line is connected).

Make sure the wire rocker switch correctly.

Fuse on the wire firmly welded, and the fuse is turned on.

Filter is connected correctly, in particular, to ensure that the filter cover is connected to

ground.

Use a multimeter to check all the terminal connectors of Switching power supply, ensure

that there is no short circuit and well grounding.

Plug in the main, turn on rocker switch, immediately shut down the machine to detect

any abnormal (the switch is closed, the sensor motor moves, this movement as normal);

without exception, re-open the rocker switch detects the following:

● Observe if indicator of each photoelectric switch light. Check the photoelectric switch

of rotary console mechanical limit is good (when it reaches the mechanical limit,

flaps can block the middle of the photoelectric switch).

● Click on the touch screen "about", a long press on the touch screen in the upper left,

"Mayer" logo 5s, enter the engineering debug mode.

● Click “In”, enter “In” the operator interface. move Blanks to the middle of

photoelectric switch, watching the corresponding photoelectric switch on the touch

screen flag whether there are changes, and then detect various photoelectric switch is



working properly.

● Click “Out” into the “out” interface. Click the Rotate button each motor, to see

whether the specified operating the motor running, and then judge each motor is

working properly.

Click Out into the “out” interface, press "Mayer" flag in the upper left of the screen ,

into the boot interface.

Click CT mode, click on the "ready to shoot" testing machine alarm system is normal.

Click CT mode, click on the "shoot ready" to complete one shot operation, to see if

there is an malfunction occurs.

Click PA mode, click on the "ready to shoot" testing machine alarm system is normal.

Click PA mode, click on the "shoot ready" to complete one shot operation, to see if

there is a malfunction occurs.

Click local CT mode, click on the "ready to shoot" testing machine alarm system is

normal.

Click local CT mode, click on the "ready to shoot" one shot operation is completed to

see if there is a malfunction occurs.

Click CE mode (SS-X9010DPro-3DE applicable), click on the "ready to shoot" testing

machine alarm system is normal.

Click CE mode (SS-X9010DPro-3DE applicable), click on the "shoot ready" to

complete one shot operation, to see if there is a malfunction occurs.

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)
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"

(1) CT image signal noise ratio: the absolute value of noise ratio should be not less than 2.

(2) CT spatial resolution: should not be less than 1.5lp / mm

(3) Low contrast resolution:

Test images of CT , panoramic, cephalometric mode should be able to distinguish

respective hole sizes of 1.0mm, 1.5mm, 2.0mm and 2.5mm.

(4) CT image gray value uniformity: uniformity deviation should not be greater than 20%.

5 Layer thickness: PMMA material with 80MM diameter, and thickness of 40MM as scan

object, the thickness of the selected layer of software measurement deviation should be

less than 1MM.

( )

Performance Testing

DIGITALIZATION MOUTH UNIT



(6) Line to the resolution: panoramic not less than 3.1lp / mm, cephalometric not less than

2.5lp / mm

Image uniformity: panoramic and cephalometric image uniformity deviation of less than

10%.

(8) Image reconstruction time: CT using the normal mode, local CT using the normal mode

test from the exposure to the display shows the diagnostic image on the time.

.

( )7

Line pairre solution test

Place the phantom described as YY / T 0795-2010 in Appendix B in the center position

of the image, exposure in the X-ray tube voltage of85kV, X-ray tube current of

10mAconditions, observe screen to achieve the best line of sight.

Image reconstruction time

CT using the normal mode, the local CT normal mode. Check the duration from the end

of exposure to the display of the diagnostic image.

Selected layer thickness

Use a standard phantoms with a diameter of80mm, PMMA material thickness of 40mm as

sample. Selected layer thickness deviation measurements should be less than± 1mm.
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5 Radiation Safety.

"

(1)

(2)

(3)

General Protection

X-ray machine inherent protection: ring tube sets, the chopper does not leak radiation,

the window is equipped with 0.5mm aluminum filtration plate.

Time Protection: Shorten the x-ray irradiation time. implement strict operating

procedures, collect the information of patients, shorten unnecessary exposure.

Distance protection: reducing the X-ray tube assembly window size.

"

(1)

(2) Staff members shall follow protection regulations, wear aluminum clothes, wearing a

lead collar and protective glasses. Staff is prohibited in any part of the body into the

radiation field

(3)

( )

Staff protection

The staff wear radiation dose detector, a radiation dose of monthly reports of personal

contact.

.

Regularly check for protection.

4 The appropriate increase nutrition, increased outdoor activities, avoid overwork.
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"Patients Protection

Low radiation dose is the key to patient protection. Efficient operation, to choose

the best conditions, rational use of shading devices and worry lines, use of protective

shielding and position, covered with lead products and other non-radiation field in order

to reduce dose radiation to patient.

6 Notes.

For safety, please read carefully before using, and strictly comply with the caution

content. If there are doubts, please contact the company.

"Precautions before use

1

2

. Please put in a room with a shield to

prevent X-rays.

. To avoid electric shock, use a protective

grounding wire.

1. Set in a place without water leaking.

2. Put in place free from effect of the

pressure, temperature, humid i ty,

ventilation, direct sunlight, dust, oil, and

other ions.

3. Please note that the tilt, vibration, shock,

etc. affects the stability of the state

machine.

4. Do not be placed in a storage area of

chemicals, and gas-generating sites.

5. Please avoid ultrasonic, electromagnetic

waves and other electromagnetic

interference.

DIGITALIZATION MOUTH UNIT
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"Cautions when use

1. The X-ray device (hereinafter referred to as the

machine) Do not use beyond the dental diagnosis.

2. Machine can only be used by trained qualified

personnel.

3. Do not modify the machine.

4. Due to the location, cheekbone shape etc., The

measured values of captured image may vary with

the actual measured value. Please consider error

diagnosis.

5. This machine has a high-voltage power supply

section, all of the machine housing, in case of

potential injury, please do not open.

1. To avoid injury and cause malfunction, shooting, user

and the patient shall not touch the machine.

2. Be sure to use the machine body control panel button

to operate the rotary motion of the machine .

3. When shooting, patients shall be put on X-ray

protective clothing.

4. To avoid injury or cause malfunction, patients do not

touch an place other than the portion of the handle.

5. When shooting, doctors shall monitor the screen and

patients in case of any abnormal phenomenon or

image finger off X-ray manual switch to suspend

shooting.

6. When shooting, X-rays has been pressing the manual

switch with your finger. This switch control the X-ray

tube assembly in an open circuit way, finger off the

manual switch, X-ray irradiation is stopped

immediately.

7. Patient shall remove glasses dentures, watches, hair

clips, etc.before check, it may cause image artifacts.

8. make sure the patient support frame fixed jaw is well

contacted, to avoid carriage shed, resulting in

damage and injury to the patient.

9. Operate the laser positioning device in accordance

with the instructions step, if fail to follow may result in

hazardous radiation exposure.

,
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"After use (end-up works) Notes

1. Do not hold wires to unplug.

2. After the end of the work day, please wipe with a dry

cloth booties and dust.

3. After the end of the work day, turn off the main switch.

4. When the image quality is significantly decreased or

image noise increased, or machine used more than

three months, please contact the manufacturer to do

the sensor calibration to ensure image quality.

5. Please contact the manufacturer professionals to do

disassembly and debugging when needed, ensure

the scan quality.

1. Keep away from other high-frequency devices such

as microwave ovens, high-frequency electric knife

and X-ray machines.

2. This equipment generates electromagnetic signals.

Please use caution under following conditions:

Patients using a cardiac pacemaker or artificial heart

medical devices

Patients using artificial pacemakers and other life-

sustaining cardiopulmonary electronic medical

devices;

Patients wearing ECG meter, electronic medical

devices.

3. This product is made up of lead and other hazardous

metals. Please do not discard. Please consult us or

the relevant professional institutions before disposal

of the equipment, in order to avoid environmental

pollution.

●

●

●

"Electromagnetic interference and environmental protection

Shall not connect with pins labeled ESD warning

symbol, and unless you use the ESD precautions, it

should not connect with these connectors.

The device is used by health care professionals

only. This equipment may cause radio interference or

disrupt the operation of nearby equipment. It may be

necessary to take mitigation measures, such as re-

adjust oral X-ray tomography equipment digitized

direction, location or shielded appropriate venue.

DIGITALIZATION MOUTH UNIT
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!Caution Portable and mobile RF communications equipment

Portable and mobile RF communications equipment

can affect medical electrical equipment, such as Mobile

phones, transceivers, mobile radio-controlled toys, and

power off these devices in the vicinity of the equipment.

!Static precautions

1. Shall not connect with pins labeled a warning sign

ESD, and unless you use the ESD precautions,

otherwise these connectors should not be formed with

the connection;

2. Any service engineer during equipment maintenance,

shall be carried out anti-static treatment. For example:

wear anti-static clothing or wear an antistatic bracelet.

!Equipment Location

Equipment or system should not be close to or

stacked with other equipment, if you must close or

stacked use, observe to verify normal operation or use

under the configuration .

!Outside Interference

1. The system vulnerable to outside interference, such

as elevators, substations, underground, cell phones,

etc., requires a system with a good grounding and RF

shielding, and away from sources of interference.

2. Even devices conforms to national standards CISPR

corresponding emission requirements, equipment or

systems may still be other devices interfere.
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7 Sterilization.

To clean up the machine before the power is turned off.

!Cleaning

Machine with a cloth or gauze dipped in water or a neutral detergent to scrub the dirty

parts, and wipe it dry with a dry cloth or gauze.

!Disinfection

Handrails, jaw pads contacted by the patients must be scrubbed with 75% alcohol .

The remaining parts on a regular basis (recommended disinfected once a day) with a

disinfectant, but do not use solvents or corrosive disinfectant.

Plastic labels to be cleaned with a soft cloth moistened with detergent, be careful not to

get the label pleats.

!Sterilization

This machine is no need for sterilization components.

DIGITALIZATION MOUTH UNIT
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8 Wiring Diagram.
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9 Cables Connection.

No.
Cable
length (m)

Name Shield

1 5Power cord No

Remarks

3C certification

2 1Computer power cord No
3C authentication image
processing system power supply

,

3 5Network cable Yes Six and above 5 shielded cable

4 10Trigger line No

5 1USB cable Yes

6 1Button Line No

Note: to ensure that the supplied cable or design; follow the

installation procedures cable connection.

10 Fuse Replacement.

( )

(2)

(3)

1 Before replacing the fuse, disconnect the power cord outdoor network switch.

The supply line must meet all requirements of safety regulations and machine shall be

well grounding to the earth.

Only qualified technician can replace the fuse, replace same model 61T (T16A) fuse.

When replacing, use a screwdriver to loosen the fuse holder knob, you can take out the

fuse, then replace the new one.

11 Storage and Transportation.

The machine should be stored and transported in a box with less than 93% relative

humidity, ambient temperature is -20 ~ 70 , atmospheric pressure is 500 ~ 1060hPa

conditions. Storage should be in a ventilated room away from non-corrosive gases. Anti-

moisture appliances (such as tarpaulin, etc.) protection shall be taken during transportation.

Pay attention to the arrow upward sign when placing.

℃ ℃

DIGITALIZATION MOUTH UNIT
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12 Icons.

Attention to safety

Electric shock

Type B equipment

Power off

Power on

Protect grounding terminal

Caution of laser hazard to the human body. Do

not look directly into the laser. The machine is

equipped with a Class 1 laser product, the

wavelength of which is 635nm.

X-ray tube assembly in the tank on the side of
the focus position
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13 Features.

( )

(2)

(3)

(4)

1 Cone beam system offers high-quality CT images with low radiation.

Convenient switch of sensor, simple operation for CT shooting and panorama shooting

conversion.

You can fine-tune a tube voltage of 50kV ~ 90kV (1kV magnitude can be set).

Easy to use control panel with color LCD touch screen. Shooting preparation and

shooting, just press any part of the touch screen, can suspend the action.

14 Intended Application.

CT scan can do the following observation:

( ) Imaging assessment of tooth and periodontal anatomy;

(2) The number and morphology of root canal display;

(3) Showing spatial relationships between the nose, upper jaw and lower parts of the

maxillary sinus; maxillary teeth and maxillary sinus;

(4) Obtain the image information mandibular canal and impacted tooth position;

(5) Obtain alveolar ridge height, width, and other imaging information;

(6) Get impacted tooth position in the jaw and its relationship with the adjacent teeth

Diagnostic tool for full-mouth dentition and jaw disorders by panorama shooting,;

the lateral shoot (SS-X9010DPro-3DE applicable), can be applied to observe the growth

and development of maxillofacial. It can be used for diagnostic analysis of dental and

maxillofacial deformities to understand skeletal deformities or malformations and dental

abnormalities, to determine the design for malocclusion and orthodontic, to assess

dentofacial morphology changes in the treatment process and treatment agencies after. In

respect of surgical orthodontics for patients with severe facial deformities, it is also applied

in analysis for maxillofacial soft and hard tissue.

1

.

15 Appendix.

( )

(2)

1 Manual (this book).

Console Software User's Guide, licensed software manual, workstation software manual,

manual image manager.

DIGITALIZATION MOUTH UNIT
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(3) Maintenance Manual.

16 Use of Objective and Taboo.

SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE is mainly used to obtain three-dimensional

X-ray images of mandibular dentition and adjacent anatomical structures. In addition, SS-

X9010DPro-3DE can generate skull images.

Note: these people are not suitable for the use of this product: persons

that there are serious orthopedics or extremely inconvenient for movement;

bone marrow suppression ; mentally ill; persons have implanted electronic

medical devices; pregnant women.

17 Safety Items.

( ) Protection against electric shock conforms to GB 9706.1-2007 I class.

In addition to basic insulation, anti-shock protection for the human body, must use

protective grounding wire, connected to the earth.

(2) Protection degree of electric shock GB 9706.1-2007 B applications.

For leakage and other electrical shock, use the power cord with 3-pin to protect the

safety of the ground operation.

1

18 Conditions of Use.

Use within the following conditions:

Ambient temperature · · ·10 ~ 40

Relative humidity · · · · · 30 ~ 75%

Pneumatic · · · · · · · · · · ·700 ~ 1060hPa

Set the machine conforms to the above work environment conditions.

℃

!Environmental Conditions



Bottom · · · · · · 3.5kN / m or more●
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19 Environmental Conditions.

Power supply voltage · · · · Single-phase AC 220V

Frequency · · · · · · 50Hz

Power capacity · · · · separate dedicated circuit 16A

Source resistance · · · · · · Ω

●

●

●

● 1

!Power Equipment

!Floor strength

Set in location with absence of leaks.

Set in place way from the impact pressure, temperature, humidity, ventilation, direct

sunlight, dust, oil, and other ions.

Tilt, vibration, mechanical shock influence the steady use of machine.

Do not set close to the gas generating chemical storage sites.

Away from the ultrasonic wave, electromagnetic wave electromagnetic interference.

●

●

●

●

●

!Users

Qualified personnel after the training●

20 System Items.

No. Name Specification / Model

1

2

3

*4

*5

6

X-ray tube assembly

7

Beam limiter

Detectors (anteroposterior)

Detectors (lateral)

Cephalometric radiography devices

The image processing system

Monitor

MYPXP901001

9010DPro-3D-XS01

C10900D-40

C10502D-42 X( )

SS-X9010DPro- 3DE-05

MYDSP1.0

Only for SS-X9010DPro-3DE model

!Schematical structure of the whole machine
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!Touch Panel

Machine starts the default home page. The user can select the scan mode and

auxiliary information. The lower left corner of the screen display area for the real state of

the machine. The lower right corner of the time display.

" "
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CT mode selection

PA mode selection

CE mode selection (SS-X9010D
Pro-3DE applicable)

System time

Interface language selection, you
can choose Chinese, English and
Japanese interface

View copyright information

!Machine Height Adjust
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Press this button, main frame with 20mm / S rate
increase
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Press this button, the main frame is lowered to
20mm / S speed

Press this button, main frame with 4mm / S rate
increase

Press this button, the main frame is lowered to
4mm / S speed

When pressed, rotate counterclockwise rotation
of the arm

When pressed, the rotating arm rotates clockwise

!Time Set
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Press + do add 1 operation" "

Press - do minus 1 operation" "

A selection of right to indicate the current
time intend to revise

A selection of left to indicate the current
time intend to revise

Check the current time setting

Cancel the current setting

!Interface Language
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Press this button, the touch screen interface is set
to Chinese

Press this button, the touch screen interface is set
to English

Press this button, the touch screen interface is set
to Japanese

21 Safety Items.

( ) X-ray irradiation switch is open style, anything abnormal occurs, leave your finger off

the switch, X-ray irradiation and arm rotation stop immediately.

(2) In preparation, press "Stop" button, arm stops immediately. Press any part of the touch

screen as an emergency stop for the machine.

1

During operation of the machine, if a patient touch screen, or a doctor releases

control button, the machine will stop running, and buzzer alarm sounds. Press again

ALARM to clear.
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22 CT Shoot.

!Patient preparation before scanning

( ) Turn on the computer, and start the console software.

(2) machine body main switch ON, turn on the power.

1

!Scan conditions set

( ) Scan mode: When the main power is turned on, enter the mode selection screen, select

CT mode.

(2) Tube voltage and tube current setting: In CT mode, the tube voltage and tube current is

set to "80kV 5mA”. General physique of men and women, basically do not have to re-

set the tube voltage, but for the children, you need to re-set.

1

Tube voltage regulator interface, adjusted
by plus and minus keys

Tube current adjustment screen, press the
plus or minus to adjust

Before shooting, be sure that patients wear X-ray
protective clothes and remove earrings, necklaces,
hairpins, eyeglasses, hearing aids, etc.
When positioning the patient, do not touch the
machine.

Regarding the tube voltage adjustment, tube current setting corresponds to + - keys to

change the tube voltage, tube current magnitude. Tube voltage, tube current setting is

finished till reach an appropriate value.
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Machine status indicates that the touch screen is locked, and it can not be

operated. click anywhere on the touch screen to stop machine.

Press the " ready to shoot," rotating arm
automatically move once the finger left panel key.
Observe the state of patients if it is ok.
For an emergency stop, press any part of the touch
screen.

2 to 3 seconds after moving, "initializing" shows at the lower part of the screen. There

is "pa pa pa" buzzer sound on the outdoor remote control device. Thus the machine is ready

for shooting.

After patient positioning, set the tube voltage and tube current, then press the touch

screen "ready to shoot". Rotation Arm automatically moves to the beginning of the shooting

location.

!Ready to start
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After Press “set up”, machine arms begin rotating.

Anything unusual occurs, stop the machine when in

need of emergency, press any part of the display

screen on the machine for emergency stop.

When hear "pa pa pa" buzzer sound on the outdoor remote control device, please click

ALARM red font on the touch panel to all-clear.

When the preparation is done, machine status shows ready.

!Patient Positioning

( )

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

1 When preparations are done, guide patients in place.

Locate and fix patient’s jaw to the holding tray, with "lift key" to adjust the height of

the rack so that the jaw holding tray to the proper height.

Let the patient hands folded and hold the handles slightly.

Let the patient teeth slightly clench the slot of fixed jaw subsidiary, and stand up

straight.

Press the touch screen "LED positioning " , and midline laser beam is lighting. Confirm

the laser beam at the center of the patient's face, fix head auxiliary parts.

About 1 minute after pressing "LED positioning ", the Midline of the laser beam

automatically turns off. If the laser beam is turned off in patient positioning, press "LED

positioning " to light. After positioning, press again to turn the beam off.
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Press this key, the machine begins to
prepare to shoot. Associated parts
start moving to the specified position

Press to enter the position adjustment
interface.

Press this button, laser beam lights
for 1 minute. Press again, a laser light
goes out

!CT scan software initializing

Click console software acquisition button to enter the shooting screen.

Check the status of the machine on the Upper left of the screen, it shows that the

sensor is connected, USB is connected, the machine is ready. Thus CT initializing work is

completed.
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!Acquisition

Press and hold the irradiation switch of the outdoor remote control devices, X-ray

source irradiates, machine arm begins to rotate, start scanning. Once X-ray irradiation

begins, the indicator of remote control device is lit. Please hold down switch until a beep is

completely stopped.

During scanning, real time shooting-through images is shown on the screen by the CT

image software.
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Software captures and displays the images during scanning. Doctors can see the

dynamic image. If you encounter unusual circumstances, doctors can release the button.

The machine will stop immediately.

After the scanning, outdoor operation panel X-ray irradiation light shut off, and buzzer

gives out alarm sound, the arm automatically moves to the exit position to let the patient

quit. After the buzzer, please leave your finger off irradiation switch.
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Only trained qualified personnel can operate. Please

monitor the patients when running the machine. If

anything unusual, please leave immediately finger off X-

ray irradiation switch, stop scanning.

Make sure the patient is in good condition, inform

patients that scanning begins. Manually press the X-ray

switch until the end of scanning.

!Patients quit and after treatment

After the scanning, enter the X-ray room, relieved the patient's head fixtures and

dental fixtures, patient exits the X-ray room.

After the scanning, image processing accomplished, return to the main console

interface, the information has been recorded on the screen.

Operation of the software, please refer to the software manual.

Please do not operate computer during image

processing. It may cause incorrect image processing

phenomenon.

d

!After use arrangement

Cleaning Disinfection and Sterilization

● Cleaning

With a cloth or gauze dipped in water or neutral detergent to scrub the dirty parts, and

wipe it dry with a dry cloth or gauze.

● Disinfection

Using alcohol disinfectant scrub.

● Sterilization

Teeth fixtures and other moving parts, please steam sterilization.
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23 Panorama.

!Running preparation before patient enter

Turn on the computer, open the console software.

Main switch device switch on, turn on the power.

!Acquisition conditions

( )1 Scan Mode

When the main power is turned on, the default mode is the CT mode. The touch screen

"mode PA" model representation becomes "panorama", namely panorama shooting mode.

( )2 Tube voltage and tube current setting

Panorama (PA) mode, the tube voltage and tube current is set to "70kV 10mA."

General physique of men and women, basically do not have to re-set the tube voltage, but

the child's body, needs to be reset.

Press the tube voltage, tube current set corresponding + - key to change the tube

voltage, tube current magnitude, is changed to an appropriate value when the tube voltage,

tube current setting end.

● Referent standard tube voltage and tube current setting value is as follows

70kV ~ 85kV 10mAAdult male

60kV ~ 75kV 10mAAdult female

50kV ~ 65kV 10mAChildren

*PA can also change the settings of tube current, we recommended value 10mA.

!Preparation for Scanning

( )1 Machine preparation

After entering panorama mode interface, select dental arch type as per patient real

situation.
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After patient positioning, set the tube voltage, tube current., press "set up " on the

touch screen after the settings, Rotation Arm automatically moves to the beginning of the

scanning position. 2 to 3 seconds after movement, "ready," shows on the lower part of the

screen. "Slap Slap · · Slap" buzzer sound gives out on the outdoor remote control device.

Thus the machine preparation completed.

During preparation, any emergency occurs, stop the machine by pressing any part of

the operation panel on the screen. When the emergency stop happens, “ALARM “ displays

on the touch screen , and the outdoor buzzer gives out "Pi - Pi - Pi -" sound. Press

“ALARM” to stop it.
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After Press set up , machine arms begin rotating.
Anything unusual occurs, stop the machine when in
need of emergency, press any part of the display
screen on the machine for emergency stop.

" "

( )2 Panoramic photography software set up

Click on “capture” on the console software interface to enter the capturing page.

Machine sensor and X-ray generator unit automatically moves to the panoramic mode

position, panorama mode software startup.Thus ending software preparation of panorama

mode.
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!Guide patients to the scanning spot

( ) Patients keep motionless after preparation.

(2) Guide patients to the fixed jaw support, adjust the rack height with a lift key to the

height of support to the patient jaw.

(3) Patient cross hands and hold handle slightly.

(4) Nibble the biting slot of the low jaw fixture. Patients stand up straight.

(5) Press "position" on the control panel to light the midline laser beam. Confirmed that the

laser beam at the center of the patient's face, and then fix head auxiliary device.

Midline of the laser beam is off automatically about 1 minute after pressing “position”.

If the laser beam is off before positioning is done, press "position " to light. After

positioning , press "position", the laser beam is off.

1

Before shooting, be sure that patients wear X-ray

protective clothes and remove. Earrings,

necklaces, hairpins, eyeglasses, hearing aids, etc.

When positioning the patient, do not touch the

machine.

!Capturing

Continuously press the X-ray irradiation button on outdoor operation panel to start

scanning, rotate arm runs accordingly, outdoor irradiation indicator flashes, until the
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beep stopped completely.

After the scanning, X-ray irradiation lamp of outdoor remote control device is off, the

buzzer sounded, rotating arm automatically move to the exit position. After the buzzer,

please leave your finger off irradiation switch.
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Only trained qualified personnel can operate. Please

monitor the patients when running the machine. If

anything unusual, please leave immediately finger off X-

ray irradiation switch, stop scanning.

Make sure the patient is in good condition, inform

patients that scanning begins. Manually press the X-ray

switch until the end of scanning.

!Patient out

After the capture, enter the X-Ray room to help the patient to leave out.

Capture program would quit automatically and switch to next step “View”.

Due to the positioning and shape of the jaw bone, etc.,

computer measured values may vary with the actual

measured values. Please take this difference into

consideration when diagnosis.

Don’t disturb the whole system during image processing.

It may cause incorrect image output.
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!Treatment after working

Clearing Antisepsis Sterilization

● Clearing: Rub the dirty places with gauze.

● Antisepsis: Scrub away by disinfects like alcohol.

● Sterilization: Such as steam.

24 C. E Capturing

Note: this is only available for SS-X9010DPro-3DE.
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!Ready

( ) Turn on the computer, start software.

(2) Turn on the CT.

1

!Patient in

( ) Press and enter CE Mode ,then press sita .

(2) Lead the patient to the head device, press “Up” or “Down” to adjust the height of device

to a comfortable place with the help of ear fixture.

(3) Let the patient keep standing.

" " " "1

Before shooting, be sure that patients wear X-ray

protective clothes and remove. Earrings, necklaces,

hairpins, eyeglasses, hearing aids, etc.

When positioning the patient, do not touch the machine.

!Setting

( ) Capture Mode Exit sita , back to CE Mode page.

(2) Setting KVP & Tube Current

In CE mode, the default setting of KVP & Tube Current is 70kV 10mA For

common peoples, there is no need to modify that value. But setting again is requisite for

children

Press the or button, the value of KVP & Tube Current could be simply

modified.

: " " " "

" ".

.

"+" "-"

1

● Referent standard tube voltage and tube current setting value is as follows

70kV ~ 85kV 10mAAdult male

60kV ~ 75kV 8mAAdult female

50kV ~ 65kV 8mAChildren
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!Capture status

( ) The machine preparation

After patient positioning, set voltage and current value. Presses Capture

preparation after setting .The revolve arm move to the position automatically.2-3

seconds after moving, the screen shows ready The buzzer outside begins shouting. It

means the preparation is ready.

(2) CEPH software Preparation

Click the collect button. Choose the "CE" mode in the window, start capturing.

"

"

" ".

" "

1

!Capturing

( ) Continuously press the X-ray irradiation button on outdoor operation panel to start

scanning, rotate arm runs accordingly, outdoor irradiation indicator flashes, until the

beep stopped completely.

(2) After the scanning, X-ray irradiation lamp of outdoor remote control device is off, the

buzzer sounded, rotating arm automatically move to the exit position. After the buzzer,

please leave your finger off irradiation switch.

1
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Trained qualified personnel use it only.

Please care exceptions, if fall across, handlers could

loosen the remote button to terminate the capture.

If everything is OK, tell patient capture would start.

Keep pressing the remote switch until finished.

!The patient’s exit and the picture dealing

Please enter into the X line room after capture ends. Upload the assistance piece to fix

the sufferer’s head, upload the tooth fixed piece, let the patient exit the X ray room. The

operation of the picture preview and processing about the software, Please make reference

to the manual.

25 Part CT.

!Software Preparation

Start collect software, input patient info, then enter capture menu.
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!Touch Panel Operation

( ) Choose “Part CT” on welcome menu.

(2) After set the current and voltage, choose the target area for capturing.

1

(3) Select the area for scanning then exit.
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(4) Press “set up”. Then panel setting is done.

(5) Guide patient to the capturing position

!Computer Operation

( ) After initialization, press the radiator switch once hearing the frequency tone.1

(2) Release the switch once the warning tone is stopped.
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(3) Long press the right key to select and adjust the capturing area widow in the frontal

view image, the image become clear and easy for position the lines.

Wherein the lateral width of the window and drag to adjust the window width

increases drag the mouse to the left, to the right window width decreases. Drag the vertical

position of the window regulator, window level increases drag the mouse up and down the

window level decreases .

Then move to the left of the vertical line position to be taken to be a lateral center

position of the teeth.

[

]

D same as C, do the same operation in the lateral view.

Then move up and down the two lateral positioning line, make the target teeth in the

middle region of the two lines.

(5) Click position setting to enter the part CT scanning interface." "
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(6) After hearing the ready beep, press radiator switch to start part CT image acquisition.

(7) After hearing the ended beep, release the switch, the interface changes into the automatic

image reconstruction.

(8) After reconstruction is complete, click “save” and transfer to server, do the same with

other scan modes.
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26 Consumables.

!The consumable of the machine is as following:

None.

27 Warranty.

!Guarantee

(1) Repair without fee according to the content of the guarantee.

(2) Only effective in Chinese domestic.

(3) Please carefully keep this manual book.

(4) Please produce the guarantee when need repair without fee.

!Exceptional of repair without fee

In the guarantee time, it is repair with fee in such condition.

(1) The breakdown and hurt that Installed, moved and fixed by the person who is not our

company or appointed by our company.

(2) The breakdown and hurt that caused by the products supplied by the company.

(3) The breakdown and hurt that caused by the repair part which isn’t appointed by our

company.
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(4) The breakdown and hurt caused by the operation that not follows the guarantee.

(5) The breakdown and hurt caused by the power, environment that is beyond the

guarantee’s record.

(6) The breakdown and hurt caused by fire, earthquake, flood disaster and thunder etc.

(7) The supply of the consumable.
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28 Maintenance.

!Everyday check and maintenance

(1) Using condition

Temperature keeping

The temperature keeps in 10 ~40 (variety scope not more than 5 per hour) in the

capture status.

We advise you not to close the air-condition at the temperature lower than 10 or

higher than 40 outside. Please keep the temperature 10 ~40 inside for at least half an

hour before you open the machine every day.

Humidity keeping

The humidity keeps in 30%~75% in the capture status.

We advise you not to use the machine while the humidity is very high outside, you

should open the dehumidifier. Keep the humidity in the allowed area for half an hour then

can capture.

If the humidity is less than 30%, we advise you to use reservoir to retain water. You

can’t start the machine until the humidity catches the requirement. If the humidity can’t

catch the requirement, the image will decline, the equipment may break down.

℃ ℃ ℃

℃

℃ ℃ ℃

●

●

(2) Clean and disinfection

The ground clean

Please use the cleaner to clean the ground, don’t raise the dust while cleaning.

Don’t make the liquid splash into the machine while using water or liquid detergent.

●
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●

●

The cover cleaning

Use neutral detergent to clean the cover, wipe the dirty vestige with cloth, you cannot

use strong acidity or alkalescency to clean the cover.

The teeth piece disinfection

Use 90% alcohols or disinfection to clean the part getting in touch with the sufferer,

wash at least 3 times one day. The liquid cannot splash into the machine while wiping.

(3) Operation Panel

Display

If the screen contains dirty vestige, please wipe with the clean soft cloth. If use glass

cleanser, please don't use anti- static electricity aqua or additives similar to any detergent,

because it may hurt the screen.

You cannot rub with the sharp objects, such as ball-point pen and screw knife...etc.,

touch or knock the screen surface, because it may hurt the tube.

Please dip moderate rinse aqua to wipe and sweep the machine, front panel and

controller with the soft cloth. You cannot use any type of grind powder and melting agents,

such as alcohol and benzene etc.

Keyboard and mouse

Keyboard and mouse can be swept with the soft cloth, cannot splash water or other

liquids into keyboard and mouse.

●

●

(4) Electric cable

Paving the electric cable indoors should periodically check, if it is an electric cable

ditch, you should notice the harm of the mice.

(5) Special handle

There will be a lot of special circumstances while examine the patient. Such as there is

liquid running off in the scan process, you should deal this immediately handle and prevent

it from the machine. If the liquid has already got into, you should close the system power in

time and open the machine cover and carry on inner part to clean up and prevent the

machine from short circuit.
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!Maintenance and maintain

You should add lubricate every three months. Each time the addition should accord to

the using frequency. Patients with more than 20 trips daily average of grease each time the

device should not exceed 200 grams, less than an average of 10 patients with an average

daily trips of equipment each time the amount of grease should be no more than 100 grams.

● Fix manual

Breakdown condition Reason Countermeasure

Can’t open the power

The power plug hasn’t put like

Check the power, make

sure to put in while

having electricity

The switch is bad, the fuse break

down

The motor doesn’t move, the line

breaks down

Screen error

Control panel error

Press the clock wise key and the

anti-clock wise key the arm can’t

move

Control panel error

Sensor error

Press start key, the arm begins to

move, but it can’t be ready

Stop use, contact us

Finger left the handle?

The manual switch bad touch

Arm drive error

The arm stops moving while

capturing

Capture again

The light goes out

The control panel error
The laser can’t lighten

Stop use, contact us

The synchronization of software and

sensor break down

The X-ray doesn’t lighten

Restart the computer

Stop use, contact us

Can't capture



● Maintenance list

Project content
Time(month/day)

Setting The setting is right?
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Before
task

After
task / / / / / /

ON/OFF of the main switch is in

gear?

Can set the capture mode?

Can adjust voltage and electricity

with screen?

The machine can arise and descend?

Can stop at the random position?

Using the moving key, capturing

key, the arm can move or stop

normally?

Can stop the arm using the stop key

while moving?

The body of

the machine

29. EMC Conform Table

!Table 1

Guidance and manufacturer's declaration - electromagnetic emissions - for all

equipment and systems.

Guidance and manufacturer's declaration - electromagnetic emissions

SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE is expected to run under electromagnetic

compatibility environment following provisions, the buyer or user should ensure that it is used in

such an electromagnetic environment

Emission Test Compatibility Electromagnetic environment ——Guidance

RF Transmission

GB 4824
1 group

SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE uses radio

frequency energy only for its internal functions.

Therefore, it is very low RF emissions, and the possibility

of interference in nearby electronic equipment is small.

RF Transmission

GB 4824
B Type

Harmonic emission

GB 17625.1
A Type

Voltage fluctuations

/ flicker emission

GB 17625.2

Conform

SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE suitable for use

in all facilities, including home use and can directly

connected to the public low-voltage supply for domestic

residential grid.
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!Table 2

Guidance and manufacturer's declaration - electromagnetic Immunity - for all

equipment and systems

Guidance and manufacturer's declaration - electromagnetic Immunity

SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE intended for use in the electromagnetic environment

compatible with the following provisions, the purchaser or user should ensure that it is used in

such an electromagnetic environment

Immunity test
IEC 60601

Experimental level
Consistent Level

electromagnetic

environment——Guidance

ESD

GB/T 17626.2

±6 kV Contact

Discharge

±8 kV Contact

Discharge

±6 kV Contact

Discharge

±8 kV Contact

Discharge

Floors should be wood, concrete or

ceramic tile, if the ground is covered

with synthetic material, the relative

humidity should be at least 30%

Eft

GB/T 17626.4

±2 kV Power cord

±1 kV Input/output

lines

±2 kV Power cord

±1 kV

Input/output lines

Mains power quality should have a

typical commercial or hospital

environment using

Surging

GB/T 17626.5

±1 kV Cord

±2 kV Ground

±1 kV Cord

±2 kV Ground

Mains power quality should have a

typical commercial or hospital

environment using

Power input

line voltage

dips, short

interruptions

and voltage

variations

GB/T 17626.11

<5%U , maintain

0.5 round (on U ,

>95% dip)

40%U , maintain 5

round (on U , 60%

dip) 70%U ,

maintain 25 round

(on U , 30% dip)

<5%U , maintain

5s(on U , >95%

dip)

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

<5%U , maintain

0.5 round (on U ,

>95% dip)

40%U , maintain 5

round (on U , 60%

dip) 70%U ,

maintain 25 round

(on U , 30% dip)

<5%U , maintain

5s(on U , >95%

dip)

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

Mains power quality should have a

typical commercial or hospital

environment using. If you need to

run continuously during the SS-

X 9 0 1 0 D P r o - 3 D , u s e r S S -

X9010DPro-3DE interruption in the

power supply, it is recommended

that SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-

X 9 0 1 0 D P r o - 3 D E u s i n g a n

uninterruptible power supply or

battery.

Power

frequency

magnetic field

(50/60Hz)

GB/T 17626.8

3 A/m 3 A/m

power frequency magnetic field

quality should have a typical

commercial or hospital environment

using.

Note U refers to the AC voltage before experimental voltage.: T
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!Table 3

Guidance and manufacturer's declaration - - for non-life-support equipment and

systems

Guidance and manufacturer's declaration——electromagnetic Immunity

SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE intended for use in the electromagnetic environment

compatible with the following provisions, the purchaser or user should ensure that it is used in

such an electromagnetic environment

Immunity

test

IEC 60601

Experiment Level
Consistent

Level

Electromagnetic

environment——Guidance

RF

transmissio

n GB/T

17626.6

Radio

frequency

radiation

GB/T

17626.3

3 V(effective value)

150 kHz~80 MHz

3V/m

80MHz~2.5GHz

3V(effective

value)

3V/m

Portable and mobile RF communications

equipment should not be closer than the

recommended distance from SS-X9010DPro-

3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE or any part of the of

the machine in use, including cable. The

distance between the transmitter frequency

should be calculated by the formula:

Recommended separation

distance d=1 2

d=1 2 80MHz~800MHz

d=2 3 800MHz~2.5GHz

P——the manufacturer's maximum transmitter

output, power rating in watts (W)

D——the recommended separation distance in

meters (m).

Field strength of Fixed RF transmitters is

determined by field survey, in each frequency

range ratio should be lower than consistent

level.

This mark indicates nearby devices may

occur interference.

.

.

.

;

a

b

P

P

P

Note 1 At 80MHz and 800MHz frequency, using formula of higher frequency band.

Note 2 These guidelines may not apply in all cases, electromagnetic propagation

effects of buildings, objects and people affected by absorption and reflection.

:

:

a fixed RF transmitter, such as: wireless (cellular / cordless) telephones and land mobile radio

base stations, amateur radio, AM and FM radio broadcast and TV broadcast, the field strength of

which cannot be accurately predicted. To assess an electromagnetic environment of the fixed RF

transmitters, you should consider the investigation of electromagnetic fields.if the field strength

of SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE higher than the fixed RF transmitter listed above,

you should check if the machine performance is stable. If abnormal performance is observed,

then additional measures may be necessary, such as re-SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-

3DE orientation or positioning.

b In the entire frequency range of 150kHz ~ 80MHz, the field strength should be less than [V1]

V / m.

DIGITALIZATION MOUTH UNIT
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!Table 4

Recommended separation distances between portable and mobile RF communications

equipment and devices or systems

Recommended separation distances between portable and mobile RF communications equipment

and devices or systems

SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE intended for use in radio frequency radiation

interference controlled electromagnetic environment. The minimum distance between

communication devices based on the maximum output power of buyers or users may recommend

the following to maintain portable and mobile RF communications equipment (transmitters) and

SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE to prevent electromagnetic interference.

maximum output

power of the

transmitter /W

Corresponding isolation distance of different frequency

transmitter /m

800MHz~2.5GHz

d=2 3.

80MHz~800MHz

d=1 2.

150KHz~80MHz

d=1 2. PPP

0.230.120.120.01

0.730.380.380.1

2.31.21.21

7.33.83.810

231212100

For the maximum power output of transmitter not listed in the table,, the recommended isolation

distance, d, in meters (m), the transmitter frequency using the formula corresponding column is

determined, where P is supplied by the manufacturer of the transmitter maximum output power

rating in watts (W)

Note 1 At 80MHz and 800MHz frequency, using formula of higher frequency band.

Note 2 These guidelines may not apply in all cases, electromagnetic propagation

effects of buildings, objects and people affected by absorption and reflection.

:

:
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30.Aftersales

If you come into trouble, please contact us.

The manufacturer registers name Hefei Meyer Optoelectronic Technology Inc.

The manufacturer registers address: No.668 Wang Jiang west road, High&New

Industry Development Zone, Hefei, Anhui, P.R China

Production permit: The Anhui foods medicine production No.20150054.

Register certificate: National foods medicine production No.3300400 (2014).

The production standard YZB/GB 0821-2013 SS-X9010DPro-3D SS-

X9010DPro-3DE

Phone: +86-551-65306697 65306698

Fax +86-551-65325618

Postal service coding 230088

:

: (

:

:

,

)
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taff Information ManagementS

Console software designed for SS-X9010DPro-3D, SS-X9010DPro-3DE, consists of

staff information management, patient information management, image acquisition, image

viewer, parameter setting five functional modules.

Start console software, pop up the above frame. The default administrator account

number "0000", the initial password for all users by default is "000000." Enter into the

console software, the main interface as shown below.
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Only administrators can enter the doctor's interface. Click the Manage button in the

toolbar, enter staff information management interface.

Administrators have all permissions by default, which cannot be deleted.

Administrators can add, edit, view staff or other users’ operation.

Only the user can change their own passwords, Administrator cannot modify other

doctors’ passwords, but can reset. Administrators can disable or restore the other account.
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ManagementInformationPatient

Console to manage patient information.

On the main interface toolbar, click “regis”, pop up the following screen.

Sequence Number of patients (ie, registration no.) automatically generated by the

software, it can be modified manually, be careful not to enter duplicate numbers. Doctors

input the relevant patient information on this page. Click OK to store.
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In the patient list , default display is today’s patients info. Use grey to indicate the

image-acquired-Patients. Users can edit, view, delete patient information.

For image-acquired-Patients it will not be able to edit the user information.

For image-acquired-Patients, even the user deletes their info, the image still exists.

Users can query the patient list. Today, yesterday, this week, this year fast query. Users

can also manually select the query interval. If you have special needs, you can use fuzzy

queries, where you can enter any user-related information (such as name, phone, address,

etc.) query.

AcquisitionImage

After register the new patient, the software will automatically enter the collect

interface. Users can also select a patient Information, click “collect”, enter the collection

interface.

Please Note that only the sensor status display is “connected”, USB status display is

“connected”, the machine status indicates “ready”, then you can begin image scan. After

hearing long intermittent beep, then press the radiator switch, the software will

automatically capture images of different models corresponding to different acquisition

modes, the machine will be issued when shooting is rapid intermittent beep, wait shooting is

completed, the continuous beep stops, then you can release the shoot button.
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1. CT Acquisition

In the touch screen to select CT mode, after machine preparation complete, press the

radiator switch, the software automatically for image acquisition.

After the image acquisition is complete, the software automatically displays three-

dimensional image reconstruction and rebuilding progress, as shown:

After the reconstruction is complete, the user can preview the reconstructed image:
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Each image corresponds to a three-dimensional image of one panoramic image,

dragging the browse bar can view images at different layers. If satisfactory, the user can

directly tap Store to store the current image, if the image server is turned on, the software

will automatically upload captured images to the server, thus the scanning is complete. Note

that if see the following tips, check whether the image server has been properly opened.

If the user is not satisfied with the current image, you can click reconstruct, adjust

parameters:

Note: users can only adjust the U direction offset within the range of -50 to +50.

Other parameters carefully modified under the guidance of professionals. Click OK

to reconstruct. If the patient has a metal dentures or high density filler, you can

select the "metal" option metal reconstruction.
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If the software support for regional reconstruction, part reconstruction can be done

after the completion of the ordinary reconstruction, to get hi-definition view of a part area.

then you can click on the "regional reconstruction" button and pop up the following screen.

High-resolution reconstruction domain, then you can click on the "regional reconstruction"

button and pop up the following screen.

Move the mobile cylinder to the part area demanding high-definition reconstruction,

drag the slider on the right to change the display of patient's bone. After setting the location,

click "reconstruct" to confirm. After the reconstruction is complete, the interface as shown

pop up. Then click "Save" to complete the reconstruction.
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Upon completion of storage, common data reconstruction and regional HD

reconstruction data will be saved, as shown below.

2. Panorama acquisition

In the touch screen to select pano mode, after machine preparation complete, press the

radiator switch, the software automatically for image acquisition.

After the image acquisition is complete, the software automatically displays panoramic

image reconstruction and rebuilding progress, as shown:
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Patients of different ages, different doses of the captured image taken, there will be

differences in brightness, the brightness of the final image sometimes biased, users can

right-click on the image and drag the window to complete the image width, adjustable

window level, as shown:

The image quality is adjusted to an appropriate value, then tap Store to save the current

image.

If the patient’s position has error, or the patient's buck teeth is too big, it may make the

front teeth are not clear enough. Then you can use the panorama focus function on the front

teeth to adjust. Specific steps are as follows:

Select the area: Hold down the left mouse button and drag the mouse, the software will

generate a blue rectangle. The upper left corner is where the left mouse button pressed

position, the lower right corner to follow the mouse movement, release the left mouse

button to be selected regional adjustment, as shown:
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The software automatically recalculates for this image area, display the best image, as

shown:

According to the selection result, the software recalculates the entire panoramic image,

waiting for the results of the adjusted figure:

3. Orthodontic (the lateral image) image acquisition

Note: only SS-X9010DPro-3DE applies.

In the touch screen to select “CEPH”, press the switch handle after machine

preparation, the software automatically runs for image acquisition. Does not display images

in real-time status during process, as shown:
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After the image acquisition is complete, the software automatically displays image as

shown:

Patients of different ages, different doses of the captured image taken, there will be

differences in brightness, the brightness of the final image sometimes biased, users can

right-click on the image and drag the window to complete the image width, adjustable

window level, as shown below.

The image quality is adjusted to an appropriate value, then tap Store to save the current

image.
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4. Part CT Acquisition

Open console software, register the patient info, enter into “collect” page.

After initialization, press the radiator switch once hearing the ready beep.

Release the switch once the warning tone is stopped.
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Long press the right key to select and adjust the capturing area widow in the frontal

view image, the image become clear and easy for position the lines.

Wherein the lateral width of the window and drag to adjust the window width increases

drag the mouse to the left, to the right window width decreases. Drag the vertical position of

the window regulator, window level increases drag the mouse up and down the window

level decreases.

Then move to the left of the vertical line position to be taken to be a lateral center

position of the teeth.

D same as C, do the same operation in the lateral view.

Then move up and down the two lateral positioning line, make the target teeth in the

middle region of the two lines.
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Click “position set” to enter the part CT scanning interface.

After hearing the ready beep, press radiator switch to start part CT image acquisition.

After hearing the ended beep, release the switch, the interface changes into the

automatic image reconstruction.

After reconstruction is complete, click “save” and transfer to server, do the same with

other scan modes.
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ViewerImage

Click image management label on the main screen, switch to image management page

in the console software, as shown:

Patients’ records are shown in the subject table. according to the different types of

scanning, table records the number of image-token. Similarly, users can query for patient

records. Image Preview locates at the bottom of the page. Click on the different pictures,

function box to the right will give a detailed picture of the display information. Right-click

on a picture will appear below the menu bar:

1. Open the folder: open the corresponding image file storage folder.

2. File Transfer: Transfer image files to the server.

3. Burn: The captured image burn a CD.
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Patients may need to copy the images and take away. Use this menu option to complete

the recording function, click on this menu, the selection box as shown below:

Select a path, and click OK.

The picture indicates the copy has been completed. Find the path where the user can

choose to burn or copy to the U disk.

Double-click on the preview image to enter specific image viewer program, image

browser.

SettingParameter

Note: The alter of parameter settings will result in a significant impact on the

image, careful modify under the guidance of professionals.

1. Basic Settings

The user can set the raw data RAW image storage path, set the DCM image storage

path, the settings are required to store raw data RAW, set the current display language

software. Panoramic setting, the default window width and window level and lateral

images.
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2. Server parameters

Users can set up the database server IP, port; touchscreen IP, port; video server IP, port.

3. Reconstruction parameter settings

Note: the change of parameter will seriously affect the quality of the

reconstructed image, professional guidance to modify is very necessary! ! !

Set parameters related to reconstruction
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Explanation of reconstruction parameters as follows:

Reconstruction Mode:

CT reconstruction model is taken to save the data size and pixel size before scanning. It

can be changed arbitrarily and reflects the quality of the image. According to the treatment

of content, etc., if do not require high-resolution CT images, the CT image can be

constructed small data size.

There are four selectable modes. "Quick Mode", "low mode", "normal mode", "high

mode".

U direction:

Set the horizontal offset distance sensor.

V direction:

Set the vertical offset distance sensor.

Cut-off frequency:

Setting the cutoff frequency.

Metal CT values:

Set metal CT values used in the fixture of dentures in gums mode.

Air projection values:

Set air projection value.

Interpolation methods:

Including linear interpolation and bilinear interpolation.

The initial projection image:

Set the initial number of the projected image.

Projection Total images:

Setting the number of images obtained in the range of 360 ° projection.

Metal:

Select the metal mode, not selected for the Normal scanning mode.

Metal mode, is to reduce denture artifacts effect on the image display. When using this

function, the image processing time is longer than usual.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
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InterfaceSoftware

1. Software information display area;

2. Authentication selection area;

3. Software Exit.

Direction For Use

1. Select authorize means

As shown, click the area 2 to select authentication. Depending on demand,

respectively, choose "File" or "dongle".

2. Client connections

Double-click the Client Software "NetClient.exe", if it has been connected with the

authorized software WarrantServer, it will show log in in Area 1. As shown below:

Note: make sure WarrantServer is open on the server side! ! !
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Workstation software consists of NetClient,CTView and DCTView.

NetClient

NetClient is corresponding client software of authorized software WarrantServer.

Interface is shown below:

NetClient page

Instructions for use:

1. Server IP Address:

Need to fill in the LAN server IP address, default IP address is 127.0.0.1.

2. Port:

The need to fill the port address, the default port address is 34569.

3. Connection:

When NetClient connected to the license server, NetClient enter networking mode,

as shown below:

●

● When NetClient failed to connect to the licensing server, NetClient enter the local

mode, as shown below:
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4. Save:

Click the "Save" button, save the current server IP address and port address the

corresponding configuration file NetClient.ini.

CTView

1. CTView start:

CTView and NetClient linkage, respectively, into the "Network Mode" and "local

mode" according to the connection status.

(1)Network mode:

Under NetClient "Networking" mode, fill in the account number and password to start

CTView, after verification by the browser interface to log in. As shown below:

Please note that, confirm the parameter input before log-in, otherwise it will appear the

following tips errors.
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Click the "Configure" button, shown as below, input the correct IP address and port

number, you are ready to log in.

After validation, CTView in network mode, as shown below:

(2)Local Mode:

When NetClient Failed to connect to the server and is authorized to "local" mode,

needless of validation, CTView can be directly into the browser interface, in local mode. As

shown below:
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CTView local mode and network mode is basically the same. The only difference is

that when in local mode, CTView can not be retrieved, the image data on the browse server,

only the local image data for basic operation.

2. CTView Interface Instruction

●

●

●

●

The Index window displays the current status (network mode / local mode).

Image recording list, database display.

Query module.

Function module.

Image display area (thumbnails).

3. User Operations Guide

(1)Query data:

Retrieve the database as per the dates and the names to query the required data. If you

want to retrieve all the data, cancel the "date" before the check.
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(2)The basic parameter settings:

Click the "Settings" button, enter the basic parameter setting interface.

(3)Configuration parameters:

Set the default server configuration parameters and save the data path.

(4)Language:

Set interface language display.
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(5)Password changes:

Modify the login password.

(6)Browsing data:

Select the image data of a line in the list, click on the "Browse" button, or double-click

the line, you can see all the data records in the image display area.

Double-click on a thumbnail and start DCTViewer to display this data, and a local

backup copy of the data, while in the local database to record information about the data.

(7)Import data:

Right-click the image thumbnails on the image display area, the shortcut menu of

"import" and "export" pop up, click "Import", then select the image you want to import.
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(8)Export data:

Same as import data operation, right-click the thumbnail image in the shortcut menu,

click "Export", and then select the exported image path.

After exporting the data, CTView will backup copy of the data locally, while in the

local database to record information about the data.

Again, right-click the image thumbnail, you will find "Delete" and "describe" two

options added in the shortcut menu. In this local data, the doctor can describe symptoms and

delete operations.

(9)Disease description:

After receiving the local existing target data, right-click the thumbnail image in the

shortcut menu that appears, click the "description" that will pop up a dialog box describing

the disease.

Add disease description, click on the "OK" button in the interface on the right side of

the ribbon panel, it will display the corresponding condition described.
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(10)Deleting Data

Right-click the image thumbnails, click on the shortcut menu, select "Delete" key, after

the prompt dialog box that appears, click the "OK" button to delete the current data.

DCTViewer Software

1. Software Interface Description

(1)3D viewing interface:

(2)2D browsing interface:
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●

●

●

●

Menu bar.

Program main display window area.

Window width and position adjustable drag strip.

Functional area.

(3)Layout functional areas:

(4)Print interface

(5)Distribution explanation:

●

●

●

Film typeset area.

Film typeset and size regulation and information set up area.

Print and output.

2. Software Function Area

(1)View function explanation

Note

Rotate

Scale

Invert

Move

S/H Cross

Part Zoom
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Area Meas

PolyLine Meas

Angle Meas

Hist Meas

Line Meas

3D Meas

Cancel Meas

(2)Measure function explanation

statistical data

(3)3D observation function explanation

Observe Angle

VOI

MPR

Part View

Reset Model

(4)Descend implant function explanation

Oblique Slice

Delete teeth

Teeth list

Teeth lib

Add teeth

Verication View

Teeth Panting

Bone Density
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Delete PanLine

Adjust PanLine

Add PanLine

Pan List

(5)Panorama function explanation

Adjust Nerve Line

Delete Nerve Line

Add Nerve Line

Nerve List

(6)Nerving Line explanation

(7)Three-dimensional Volume Rendering Function:

Three-dimensional rendering parameters of outside scope

Three-dimensional rendering parameters of inside scope

Three-dimensional rendering predefined parameters

Load or save a custom three-dimensional rendering
parameters

Three-dimensional rendering transparency parameter
settings
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3. Functional Area Instruction

(1)Window and level regulation

●

●

Move the mouse to the red square frame 1 or the red square frame 2, press down left

key of mouse and drag along the mouse to change the window.

After Step 1, place the mouse on the yellow area, press down left key and drag along

the mouse to change the level.

(2)The basic elements of the 3D views

●

●

●

●

The upper left corner of the browser window, displays Axial, Sagittal and Coronal

cross-section, respectively.

Value is the upper-right corner of the browser window indicates the CT value of that

point.

Browse window at the middle of "R" and "L" represent the right (Right) and left

(Left), "A" and "P" denote Anterior and after Posterior.

Vertical segments on the right side of the browser window is image scale shown in

units of cm.
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(3)Cross line regulation

● Move

Move the mouse to the cross line, press down left key, when appeared, drag

along the mouse to move.
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●

●

●

●

Press “restore” to return initial settings.

Tiny adjustment function

Move the mouse to the window you wanted to adjust, then roll over the mouse to carry

on tiny adjustment which be apart from to 0.5 millimeters.

Restore

Rotate

Move the mouse to the cross line, press down right key, when appeared,

drag along the mouse to rotate.

Move one axes

Move the mouse to the line you wanted, when appeared, press down left

key, drag along the mouse to move one axes.

(4)Axial, Coronal and Sagittal thickness regulation

● Click on the right side, it will appear one drag. Then drag along to regulate the

thickness of the image.

● When you regulate the thickness in one window, the other window will show the

marking line.
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(5)Image Moving

●

●

Click the button , then move the mouse into the window in which you want to

move.You can see the icon , then you can move the window this time.

Again click the button , you can close the function.
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(6)Image Rotating

●

●

Click the button , then move the mouse into the window in which you want to

zoom. You can see the icon , then you can zoom the window this time.

Again click the button , you can close the function.

(7)Image Zooming

●

●

Click the button , then move the mouse into the window in which you want to

zoom. You can see the icon , then you can zoom the window this time.

Again click the button , you can close the function.
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(8)Image Reversing

●

●

Click the button , you can reverse the image.

Again click the button , the image will resume.

(9)Image Annotation

Click the button , the pull-down menu appears, select the arrow, circle or

text option, you can make arrows, circles or text notes in the corresponding window, while

the pull-down menu item identifies uppercut.
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(10)Cross line display/hide

● Click the button , you can see the menu .

Axial: Cross line on axial image will be hided.

Sagittal: Cross line on sagittal image will be hided.

Coronal: Cross line on coronal image will be hided.
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● Click the button , you can see the menu .

Axial: Cross line on axial image will be showed.

Sagittal: Cross line on sagittal image will be showed.

Coronal: Cross line on coronal image will be showed.

(11)Area Image Magnify

● Click the button , move the mouse to the window, click the image of target area,

you can observe the magnified image.



● When you click the right mouse button again or click on the pop-up to exit.

(12)Angle measurement

●

●

●

Click the button , you can measure angle.

Click left key of mouse to define the three point.

You can adjust the point's position through left key of mouse.

(13)Histogram function

Apendix -Ⅲ 22
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Click the button to display the histogram graph that is including the pixel value

of curve which was drawn on 2D image.

Click left key of mouse to define the first point.

Click right key of mouse to end histogram samples, then you can see its color

changing.

You can adjust the point's position through left key of mouse. At the same time,

histogram will change.

Keep pressing the Shift key, at the same time, click right key of mouse, you can add

control points.

Keep pressing the Ctrl key, at the same time, click right key of mouse, you can delete

control points.

X-coordinate means the length of statistics line, and Y-coordinate means the

hounsfield number.
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(14)Area measurement

●

a Click the button , you can see the menu

Polygon: Draw closed polygon on the image to measure area of the selected closed

polygon.

Click left key of mouse to define the first point.

Click right key of mouse to end measurement.

You can adjust the point's position through left key of mouse.

You can delete particular point.

You can add points through left key of mouse.

Polygon area measurement

.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
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●

a Click the button , you can see the menu .

Curve: Draw closed curve on the image to measure area of the selected closed curve.

Click left key of mouse to define the first point.

Click right key of mouse to end measurement.

Click left key of mouse to define the first point.

Click right key of mouse to end measurement.

You can adjust the point's position through left key of mouse.

Curve area measurement

.

b.

c.

d.

e. You can delete particular point.

f. You can add points through left key of mouse.

(15)3D measurement
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●

a Click the button , you can see the menu .

Distance: Measure the distance (mm) between two selected points of the 3D image.

Press the left key of the mouse to define the first point, drag along the mouse to

the last point then press the left key of the mouse. Then you can get the distance

between the two points of the 3D image.

You can adjust the point's position through left key of mouse.

3D distance measurement

.

b.

c.

●

a Click the button , you can see the menu .

Angle: Measure the angle.

You can adjust the point's position through left key of mouse.

3D angle measurement

.

b. Click left key of mouse to define the three point.

c.

(16)Undo and redo measurement
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● Click the button , you can see the menu .

Default: Delete all measured data permanently.

Undo: Delete the latest measured data.

Redo: Resume the latest measured data which be canceled.

(17)Annotation and record various measurements

After making an annotation or measuring operation, a dialog box will pop up to record

the current information gathering operation. Click the button , you can view a list of

all the operations of the current record.

●

●

●

●

Click on the "Clear", then remove the currently selected measurement or label.

Click "Clear All", then remove all measurements or marked.

Click the "Display", then displays a list of all the measured or marked.

Click "Cancel", then close the current measurement list dialog.
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(18)Part area 3D model display

●

●

Click the button , the display position appears pull-down menu for six direction.

Click any of these 6 different direction, you can display the corresponding area.

(19)VOI observe adjustment

●

●

●

●

Click the button , you will see a cuboid frame in the 3D window.

You can adjust the VOI position through drag along the green small ball in the

interface.

You can move the whole VOI through drag along the central green small ball.

Again click the button , you will close the VOI regulation function.
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(20)Display and hide MRP

●

●

●

Click the button , you can see 3 flat surfaces on the 3D window, and one of eight

area of 3D mode be cut off.

You can change the position of the 3 flat surfaces. At the same time ,you can see the

coordinate and hounsfield number of the intersection point.

Again Click the button , you can close the function.
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●

●

Click the button , you can see the menu

You can change the model's direction through

selecting the menu.Click six menus that observe directions in of arbitrarily a , then

can change into to correspond to observe directions.

(22)Observe part of 3D model

1. Click the button , you can see the menu.

2. Axial: axial cross line will be hided.

Sagittal: sagittal cross line will be hided.

Coronal: coronal cross line will be hided.

(21)Hide MPR display

(23)3D Model resume

Click the button , you can resume the model.
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(24)How to choose an implant model from the library

●

●

Click the button in the “Implant” toolbox, then the “Library” dialog would pop-

up as below.

Reference to the preview image, choose an appropriate implant in the list and click

the “Add to implant” button.
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(25)How to add an implant

●

●

●

Click the button in the “Implant” toolbox to start.

Click the left mouse at the appropriate position of the image to add an implant model

to the image data.

After adding an implant, the views would display the actual section of the implant

model, and the “3D” view would display the whole implant model.
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(26)How to choose and move an implant

●

●

Click the section of implant at the Panorama/Axial/Cross-Section view to choose it.

Another way is click the button in the “Implant” toolbox to open the “Implant

List” dialog as below, choose an item in the left list.

Drag the mouse while choosing an implant to move it.

(27)3D window, select and the implant model moving

In the 3D window, select proper implant. It will become highlighted, adjustment

control panel pops up. As shown below.

Adjust 3D rendering parameter until see implant controls panel. Select the arrows and

use mouse to rotate and move the implant model.
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Prompt implant collision warning system calls the designer’s attention When carrying

out implant plan.

(28)How to view/edit implant information

Click the button in the “Implant” toolbox to open the “Implant List” dialog as

below, choose any implant in the left list to view or edit the information of it at the right
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(29)How to delete an implant

Choose an implant and click the button in the “Implant” toolbox to delete it.

(30)How to observe the bone-density around the implant

If any implant exists, click the button to open the “Bone Density” dialog as

below, which shows the details of bone-density around the implant.
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(31)How to observe image around the implant

After choosing an implant, click the button in the “Implant” toolbox, then the

views would switch to the implant observing mode as below.

(32)How to draw an implant

●

●

Click the button in the “Implant” toolbox to get ready for drawing.

Draw an implant of a rectangle shape in the “Panorama” view.

(33)Fixed point rotation observations

●

●

Click the button in the “Implant” toolbox, then click at an appropriate point in

the Axial/Coronal/Sagittal view to switch to the pointing observing mode as below.

Move and rotate the sign-line to observe.
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(34)Panoramic View

●

●

Click the button , then start adding panoramic curve.

Adjust the view to the appropriate location for obtaining panoramic view, left click to

define panoramic curve, right-click or re-click on the button again to end

marking and generate a panoramic image. As shown below.
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(35)Adjusting the thickness of the current panoramic image

A drag strip on the right Panorama panoramic display window is used to move up

and down to adjust the thickness of the current panoramic image. As shown below.

(36)Panoramic Viewing Mode Switch

Click on icon of panorama on the top right of the panorama view control window to

switch display mode.
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(37)Enter Panorama Mode

●

●

In 3D mode, clicking the toolbar panorama button to enter the panorama mode.

Return to 3D observation mode by clicking again the panorama generation

toolbar button.

(38)Panoramic Curve Adjustment

●

●

●

●

When there is already painted panoramic curve, click the panorama generation

toolbar button to enter the panorama mode, then you can begin to adjust.

Left-click and drag the curve defining points can reposition control points, the

panoramic image adjustment control points can be displayed in real time on the

panoramic view.

Move the mouse arrow to the vertex, press the Delete key to remove the control

point.

Left-click the curve segment can add control points.

(39)Delete Current Panorama Curve

●

●

After clicking on panoramic generation operations toolbar, you can delete the

current panorama curve and the corresponding the mandibular nerve mark.

Delete the current curve, the current curve is automatically changed to the latest

painting panoramic curve. If there is no panoramic curve, then return 3D view

mode.
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(40)Select Existing Panorama and Modify Panoramic Curve Parameters

●

●

After clicking on operations toolbar button , List dialog box will pop up.

Select Curve and adjust the panoramic parameters.

(41)Adjust panoramic curve plane position

●

●

select the lateral straight line in a panoramic display window, press the left-click

button, line color change, then you can drag line to change the plane position.

Location of transverse line indicates the current panoramic curve plane position.

(42)Add Mandibular Nerves

●

●

●

Click , then start Marking the mandibular nerve.

In 3D browsing interface, adjust view angle to locate the appropriate point and left-

click to add a tag line of the mandibular nerve anchor point.

Click or right-click to end of the curve, thus generate a line marking the

mandibular nerve and shows the shape of the curve is defined in the 3D window.
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(43)Current Mandibular Nerve Adjustment and Relative Parameters Setting

● If necessary, click a menu item to select the corresponding line of the mandibular

nerve, and change the parameters to adjust the current mandibular nerve mark.

● Click in the toolbar button the following dialog box appears.,

(44)Current Mandibular Nerve Adjustment

●

●

●

Click , the marked point of mandibular nerve shows on corresponding plane

view

Left drag curve control points can reposition the line, the nerves can be adjusted in

real time display.

After adjustment, click again in toolbar button, the defining points disappear.

.
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(45)Delete the current line of mandibular nerve

●

●

Enter nerves tag mode interface, click on the toolbar button to delete the

currently selected mandibular nerve.

Delete the current the mandibular nerve marks, the default will be the latest mark of

the mandibular nerve line.

(46)Adjust 3D rendering display parameters

●

●

Drag the two strip at the top of 3D rendering the toolbar, set

the feature point position parameters.

Drag the third strip in 3D rendering toolbar, set the

transparency parameter values.
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(47)Predefined rendering parameters mode view

● Click , you can view the 3D imaging under predefined rendering

parameters.
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(48)Load or save rendering parameter

● Click , the pull-down menu appears , select any menu item to the

specified directory to load or save a file rendering parameters.

(49)3D display mode switch

● Click on the 3D window at the top right of the 3D mode identifier to change the

display mode of the 3D window.
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(50)Adjust Print Layout and Size

●

●

●

●

Click on the Print Options tab, enter the print

interface.

Select Film layout, size and resolution in layout and

size bar, click "Adjust" button.

Click on the Import button, there will be an open file

dialog box, you can import the file layout.

"Switching direction" means switching layout

direction. Switch from vertical version to horizontal

version, or vice versa.

(51)Film Layouts, printing and exporting

●

●

●

●

Click on the Print Options tab, enter the print interface, select the template on film

filled blocks.

Returns the browser interface, find the image needed to print , click the button on the

right side of the window, you can fill the contents of the window into the film

template corresponding position.

After filling the film, click on the "Print" button to print on the film.

After filling the film, click on the "Export" button, then on the film for export.

How to set the layout of film

“Print” to enter the print tab page.

2. Edit the parameters in the “Layout & Text” group as

below and click the “Apply” button to make changes

3. And, by the “Import…” button, can layout plan be

loaded form formatted files.

1. Click

。

How to create a film for printing

1. Click “Print” to enter the print tab page, choose a grid on the preview of film.

2. Return to the “3D/2D” tab page, click the button at the top-right of the interesting

view to use the left image.

3. After fill out all grids of the preview of film, click the button to start printing.



(52)Sidebar Keyboard Shortcuts

Shortcuts button in sidebar is frequently used during image viewing and operation,

which make your operation more smoothly, work more efficiently, more pleasant mood.

Shortcut function:
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Maximize Window / Minimize

Custom Panorama Film Layout

Adjusting the thickness

Print Snapshot

3D surface reconstruction model

Quick Mode

Image processing (smoothing / sharpening)

Share key (shared with the mobile terminal screen shot data)
(optional)

Pseudo-color image effects

Spotlight effect (gamma correction, relief, histogram equalization,
smoothing, sharpening, and color invert)
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(53)Custom Panorama View Display

(54)The effect of Image thickness adjusting

(55)3D surface reconstruction
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(56)Image processing effects

Source image

Smoothing Effect

Sharpening Effect
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(57)Pseudo-color image effects

(58)Spotlight effect display

Gamma correction

Relief
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Histogram equalization

Gaussian Blur

USM Sharpening
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Color Invert

Spotlight Use Instructions:

●

●

Scroll mouse wheel to Adjust the spotlight window size (forward roll= narrow;

backwardr rolling= amplification);

Press the mouse wheel button, you can switch the spotlight display mode;

(59)Menu

The menu bar provides auxiliary operations and optional advanced operations.

Menu bar function:

Sub-MenuMenu Item Function

Output

File

View interface

Screen shots Screen shot single window

Exit Exit the browser

Display ruler Screen shot single window

Background color
invert

print film background color invert, default
is black

Simplified Chinese interface language as "Simplified Chinese"

Print

English "English" interface language is "English"

#$% interface language as "Japanese"

&'() interface language as "Traditional Chinese"

Language

STLfile STL file (import, export, rename, delete, etc

Registration
the existing three-dimensional data
registration

Advanced
(optional)
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Setting
important parameters set on the right side of
the browser interface

Lightbox Open lightbox function
Option

Manual Browsing software to help users

Contact manufacturer website
Help

(60)Advanced (optional)

STL file

Click the "STL File" sub-menu item to pop up following dialog.

!

● Import: Click the "Import" button, select the appropriate STL files. Before and after

import STL files 3D browser interface as follows.
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●

●

●

●

Export: Select a STL file in the left list box, click the "Export" button, select the file

path for export.

Rename: Select a STL file in the left list box, click the "Rename" button, you can

modify the new name.

Update: update STL file list.

More: Select a STL file in the left list box, click the "More" button to set more

material parameters.

● Delete: Select a STL file in the left list box, and click the "Delete" button to delete

the current STL file.
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"Registration

Were selected registration object and goals. As shown below.●

● Selected features of object and goal for the registration As shown below.
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● Click on "Registration" button to complete the registration. As shown below.

"Options

he specific parameters setting of the important functions can be found in the

"Settings" submenu of Option, including “general”, “panoramic”, “sliced”, “nerves”,

“implant”, “three-dimensional imaging printing” and other network settings. Printing and

network parameters demands password to use. See the figure below.

T

"General

" " - .General sub option involves some general settings

● By moving the slider, you can adjust between fault step value.

● By checking ASC, PAN, CS, MPR sub-options, the next time you start the program,

you can achieve precise movement ASC, PAN, CS, MPR window.

● By checking the "2D image and 3D image interaction", the next time you start the

program, 2D image moves ASC window of time, 3D images are also moves.

● By select "Enable data sharing capabilities," next time you start the program, the
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window sidebar icon appears, enables data sharing.

!Panorama

" " .

.

Panarama of options you can set the color and transparency panoramic curve As

shown below

!Section

"Section" of options can be set based on the observed length and spacing requirements.

As shown below.
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!Nerves

"Nerves" of options you can set the color of the nerves and nerve cord diameter size

based observation requirements. As shown below.

!Implants"Section" of options you can set the color and the axial length of the implant. As

shown below.
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!Three-dimensional imaging

"Three-dimensional imaging" relates to the 3D rendering parameter settings. Before

select "enable 3D display" option, options below like "open shiny rendering", "Rendering

Memory Scale", "Render memory size" and other 3D rendering settings all grayed out. You

cannot adjust and modify. And the next time the program starts, 3D display window will no

longer display a 3D model. As shown below:



Select "open 3D display" option, 3D rendering parameters can be adjusted and

modified below. As shown below
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●

●

●

●

●

Select the "open shiny rendering" option to start shiny rendering.

"Rendering Memory Scale" and "Rendering memory size" is two linked function,

rendering memory scale can be adjusted by changing the rendering memory size.

"3D default display mode" setting is initialized in 3D display, including the "VR" and

"MIP" two display modes, the default mode is "VR". As shown :

"LOD level" setting 3D display details, including "Low", "Middle" and "High", the

default level is "High". Option as shown :

"Advanced settings" modifies lighting effects, color and transparency of the 3D

display. By adjusting the parameters, you can improve the visual effect. As shown

below.
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!Print

"Print" sub-options is to set the print parameters. The default password is "myct" for

entry authentication. Specific parameters is set upon the actual printing needs. As shown

below.
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!Network

"Network" sub-options is to set the parameters of network transmission. The default

password is "myct" for entry authentication. As shown below.
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" Tray Icon/Menu
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Start DICOM ServiceStart

Stop DICOM ServiceStop

Backup/Recovery DICOM FilesBAK/RECOV

Config ParametersConfig

About Image ManagerAbout

Record DICOM CommunicationsLog

Clear Display LogClear

DCM Store Directory On DiskDCM Directory

Setting DCM Directory…

DICOM Service History CountHistory

DICOM Service Current CountCurrent

" BAK/RECOV
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Search DICOMfor contentSearch

Date rangeDate

Time rangeTime

Patient’s nameName

Modality typeModality

Search in ManagerManager

Search in Backup ManagerBackup

Move dcm files from MANAGER to BACKUPBackup

Move dcm files from BACKUP to MANAGERRecovery

Quit Backup/RestoreCancel

" Configuration
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DICOM ConfigDICOM Network

Backup Manager’s PortBackup Port

Backup Manager’s AETitleBackup AET

Backup Manager’s IPBackup IP

Manager’s(Self) DICOM PortManager Port

Manager’s(Self) DICOM AETitleManager AET

Client’s DICOM PortClient port

DCM Directory ConfigDcm storage

Warning When Disk Space is LackingSpaceWarning

Datebase ConfigDatebase

Datebase Server’s PortDB Port

Datebase Server’s IPDB Host

Log ConfigLog

Create New Log File Every IntervalLogTime

Save Log File Every SizeLogSize

Import Config FileImport

Export Config FileExport

Save Config And QuitOK

Quit Without Save ConfigCancel
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" Error

Cause and RemedyError Massage

Failed to initialize config parameters while
initializing.

Failed to initialize
parameters!

Failed to create log file after trying several times
while initializing.

Failed to create log

Failed to start the DICOM service.Failed to start service!

Failed to create tray icon while initializing.Failed to create tray icon!

Failed to stop the DICOM service.Failed to stop service!

Failed to restart the DICOM service.Failed to restart service!

Pivotal dll file is failed to load.Failed to load dll!

Failed to save parameters in config file.Failed to save parameters!

The current selected storage directory is not
recommend.

Folder path is too long,
please choose again!

The current selected storage directory is lack.
Please make change.

Disk space lack! Please
change DCM directory!

Failed to connect to the database. Please check
connecting with MySQL server.

Failed to connect to the
database!
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" Warnning & Prompt

ExplainationWarning Prompt&

Run only one Image Manager or not.Image Manager is running!
Continue to run another one?

Please close all child windows before quit.Failed to quit! Please close other
child window!

Quit the application or not.Be sure to close the Image
Manager?

Click BAK/RECOV button while
DICOM service is not started.

Service not started! Please
start service first!

Click OK button in Config dialog while
some parameters are not recommend.

Parameters error! Please make
corrections!

Restart DICOM service or not while
parameters has revised.

Restart service to apply
parameters now?

Failed to import the config file.Failed to import config!
Config file error!

Failed to export the config file.Failed to export config!

Found results is excessive. Please add
more search limits.

Found results is too many to
display all!

Please correctly choose rows which
could be BAK/RECOV.

Please rightly choose data in
the datagrid!

Stop the backuping task or not.Be sure to stop backup?

Stop the recovering task or not.Be sure to stop recovery?

Failed to connect with the Backup
Manager. Please check the config of
Manager.

Connect error! Please check
local config!

Failed to connect with the Backup
Manager. Please check the state of
Backup Manager.

Connect error! Please check
Backup Manager!
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